
Tech Sheet

Product Description:

Dazzle is an easy to use polish & sealant. It can be used by
hand or machine and creates a great shine either way. 

Dazzle is very easy to use.  Professional detailers love the
product because it is an easy on & easy off  formula.  The
product dries to a light haze that is easy to remove.  No
dust, no smearing and it creates a deep, rich shine.
Another great advantages is that Dazzle will not stain plastic
and rubber molding.

Dazzle combines the rich, deep finish derived from
carnauba wax with the shine and long-lasting durability of
nano-polymers.  The result is a deep, rich, durable shine that
will last for 3 - 6 months.

Dazzle is great for new car get ready and express details
because it is so easy to use and versatile.

Use on new and slightly oxidized vehicles to brighten and
seal in one step. When used with a buffer, it is great for 
removing light swirls and minor paint imperfections.

Advantages:

Easy on, Easy off  formula
Contains long-lasting nano polymers
Zero VOC formula
Very low residue - Low Dust
Last for months
Non-smearing. Works in all types of  weather
Versatile - Use by hand or machine.

Part Numbers:
32 oz.  # 22-213
1 gallon bottle  # 22-214

Directions:
By Hand:
1.  Surface should be clean and cool to the touch
2.  Apply a thin layer of  product to entire painted surface

of  the vehicle.  Allow to dry for 5 - 10 minutes.
3.  After product has fully dried, remove haze with a

clean, dry microfiber cloth.  
By Machine:
1.  Surface should be clean and cool to the touch
2.  Set polisher to 1200 - 1750 rpm with a finishing or 

medium grade foam pad.
3.  Apply a small amount of  product to paint and spread

over a 2’ x 2’ area.  Try to keep pad flat at all times.
4.  Buff  evenly until product is almost all gone.
5.  Remove residue with a microfiber towel. Continue to

next section.
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